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California restaurants are hurting. That
means less leftover cooking oil to make
biofuels
Bryan Mena Dec. 13, 2020 Updated: Dec. 13, 2020 4 a.m.

In pre-pandemic times, Bay Area fast-food chain Super Duper Burgers

placed a 50-gallon container in every restaurant to store used cooking oil.

The containers would fill up every two weeks and were collected by

SeQuential, a biodiesel producer in Portland, Ore.

Then restaurants experienced drastic cutbacks in March, and the containers

took much longer to fill up.

“We eventually brought it back to every two weeks once business began to

improve, but I’m not sure yet how it’s gonna be because of the (new)

lockdown,” said Ed Onas, Super Duper’s vice president of operations, who

noted that the chain has downsized from 15 locations to 13.

As Super Duper’s experience suggests, the economic upheaval wrought by

the coronavirus has had a knock-on effect on the biofuels industry.

Production plants for biofuels, which California promotes as greener than

ordinary diesel or gasoline, often rely on restaurants, factories and other

sources that regularly generate used cooking grease. Refineries can turn this

into renewable diesel or biodiesel to fill trucks, ships, school buses and

more.

Biofuels leaders say that the supply of used cooking oil in recent months has

run far below the comparable time period in 2019.

“Back in the spring, what was being collected and coming through went

down to about 20%,” said Joe Gershen, president of Encore BioRenewables,

a Santa Monica consulting company that works with biofuel producers. “So

that’s like an 80% decrease, and we’re hopeful that it won’t go down to that

again, but I think everyone’s bracing themselves for something along those

lines with these new restrictions.”

Tyson Keever, chief operations officer of SeQuential, the biodiesel

production company that serves California, said the sheer number of

restaurant closures on the West Coast has had an impact. It’s mostly

restaurants that supply the oil because of their use of fryers, he said — but

other institutions such as sports stadiums, schools, hospitals, business

centers, malls and even government entities sometimes do so, too.

“In places where there’s always been a significant influx of business

travelers and tourists, like the San Francisco area, that actually impacts us

because there’s now less tourism there, which means there’s less customers

eating fried foods from restaurants,” said Keever, who also chairs the

California Advanced Biofuels Alliance.

Demand for the end product, biodiesel fuel, is down slightly because of the

pandemic, according to Dogpatch Biofuels, a San Francisco biodiesel

fueling station.

“We serve a lot of the vehicles in the tourism industry, and not many of

those are running, so it’s impacted our station,” said Brian Deninger, the

firm’s owner, who said he has had no difficulty obtaining fuel.

The production of renewable diesel, which is more chemically similar to

regular diesel than biodiesel and, therefore, can go into tanks at 100%

strength, has been impacted more, Gershen said, because it is a newer

product than biodiesel. But customers will not notice shortages at the

pump, because refineries can switch to using alternatives like soybean or

canola oil from the Midwest.

Also, the price of biofuels products can’t stray too far from the price of

regular diesel or customers will revolt, according to Keever and other

experts.

“It probably does not affect the prices at the pump because what happens is

a lot of those prices get absorbed by the marketers of the fuel,” Gershen said.

“We don’t see it trickle down to the consumer. What happens is the guys in

the middle just make a little less margin.”

Imperial Western Products, a biodiesel producer in Southern California, saw

collection of used grease from restaurants decrease by 50% in April,

according to Eric Kayser, the company’s biodiesel division manager.

That translated to a roughly 30% decrease in the actual production of

biodiesel, which can be a potential problem because demand is down by

only about 8% to 10%, Kayser said.

“There’s just not enough oil on the market to feed our plants for the most

part,” he said.

Kayser said his company has a cooking oil collection site in Northern

California that served about 1,000 restaurants before the pandemic, but

about 300 of them in that area “no longer require any service from us.” He

wasn’t sure whether it was because those restaurants closed, but he said “it’s

pretty dramatic.”

“As these restrictions on restaurants kind of went on and off, we’re probably

back at about 65 or 70% of all of our pre-COVID collection numbers,” Kayser

said — an improvement, at least, from April.

Kayser said restaurants generally get paid for their used oil, and the amount

they earn is based on several variables, like quantity and quality.

“As an example, if you’re a restaurant that has very clean frying, like if using

your oil to fry nothing but potato chips, then your oil would be very clean

and would be worth more than a restaurant frying meat products,” he said.

Super Duper, the Bay Area burger chain, chooses not to seek compensation

for its used oils, according to Onas. SeQuential picks it up so Super Duper

doesn’t have to dispose of it — and contributing to biofuels production is all

part of the chain’s environmental mission, he said.

“At the end of the day, that’s what’s more important for us,” Onas said.
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rickintheforest

2 days ago

Recycled oil for biofuel is the  least important thing about this article. It all starts with the 

restaurant industry which is collapsing in California.  Thanks, Governor Brylcreem.  Now 

open up the economy.  Other states are doing it

successfully.
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coastside

2 days ago

SeQuential has managed a complicated supply chain with an unexpected collapse. I am glad 

they took over the public sector boondoggle in which the SFPUC poured customer cash into 

a bloated budget including plans for a biofuel park on Islas Creek complete with angels 

wings, a visitor center  and windmills. That stated SeQuential perhaps can use their model 

for some of the Recology contract? Not grease but other local reuse. On the bright side fewer 

fries might be a good thing overall.

Look up the amusement park searching this  - page 10 Your money.

Feb 17, 2009 — San Francisco's Future Bioenergy Park. San Francisco's Future Bioenergy 

Park. Phase I: FOG-to-Biodiesel . (Edited)
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The author was not told about a dirty side of this industry: Biodiesel re!ners often use non-

renewable Palm Oil, contributing to the destruction of rainforests & the extinction of 

Orangutans.
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The City doesn't do a great job of collecting residential cooking grease - if that were ramped 

up, could that be a better-than-nothing source of oil? (Edited)
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Not surprising.
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Try the governor"s hair.  Untold tons of grease there.
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